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PRESENTATION OVERVIEW

✓Defining digital literacy and 21st century skills

✓Theoretical Framework 

✓WebQuest Lesson (Reading skills)

✓Wiki Lesson (Writing skills)



THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Constructivism theory:

✓Process

✓Collaboration 

✓“ZPD” Zone of Proximal Development



WEBQUEST

• The term ‘WebQuest’ was introduced by Dodge (1997) 
to describe structured learning activities that explore 
digital and non-digital sources, such as websites, digital 
libraries, databases, magazines, newspapers, etc.

• A WebQuest is a lesson scenario which revolves around 
a central investigatory activity that focuses on solving a 
problem for which digital information and data 
processing is necessary.

• WebQuest supports the development of high order 
thinking skills, such as analyzing, synthesizing and 
evaluating information but also allows students to apply 
the information and the knowledge they have acquired 
in everyday life situations. 

• Example: www.zunal.com//webquest.php?w=455723

http://www.zunal.com/webquest.php?w=455723


SELECTION OF 
TEXT

• The text selected should aim both at the linguistic and cognitive 

development of students by offering them opportunities to elaborate 

complex concepts and acquire cross-curricular knowledge that will 

broaden their intercultural experiences and cultivate their communicative 

skills (Vlachos 2005). 

• Students create meaning by making connections between the text and 

their own experiences and teachers can help them make those 

connections by selecting texts that:

• are relevant to their interests, knowledge of the world, 

socio-cultural and educational background and, 

• at a language level slightly beyond their level (Kraschen’s

i+1). 

CyberGuide for Content - FINAL.PDF (cyberbee.com)

http://www.cyberbee.com/content.pdf










Process Stage

Task 1



COOPERATIVE ROLE CARDS & CODE OF 
CONDUCT



RESOURCES



RESOURCES



PROCESS STAGE

TASK 2



PROCESS STAGE 

TASKS 3 & 4





EVALUATION RUBRICS





WIKI WRITING



WARM-UP STAGE

✓ Predictions about the topic based on the title of the video “Social Networking Trailer” 

✓Watch the video for a purpose: get the gist and keep notes on expressions related to the 

topic

✓ Follow-up activity: a spider gram of concepts and vocabulary (on Jamboard app)

✓ Elaborate on vocabulary with sketch engine 

✓Authentic reading articles (Retrieved from The Guardian) 

Facebook team No, Facebook, I won’t be back. I’ve seen the dangers of habitual sharing | Social 

media | The Guardian

Instagram team Instagram is supposed to be friendly. So why is it making people so miserable? | 

Instagram | The Guardian

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/jun/15/facebook-dangers-habitual-sharing
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/sep/17/instagram-is-supposed-to-be-friendly-so-why-is-it-making-people-so-miserable


DIGITAL TOOLS
Jamboard (Google App)

Skell corpus



DRAFTING ONLINE
(ASYCHRONOUS)

✓ Task based writing on Google Docs (Abrams, 

2019)

✓ Assigned collaborative writing roles (editor, 

reviewer, writer, facilitator, consultant) and 

different colors in writing

✓ Technology enhanced communication with

skype voice messages and Facebook groups

characterized as learning communities

(Giannikas, 2020) and of high mutuality (Zheng

& Warschauer, 2017)



SECOND SESSION: PEER FEEDBACK STAGE

✓Rubrics for assessment

✓Feedback among the members of the group (intra group feedback)

✓Feedback to other members of the same learning community (inter group feedback)

Content 1.Find one sentence that is the most impressive.

2.Choose a point that is clearly stated.

Organization 3. Is the main idea clear?

4.Are there any linking words?

5. Point out two major grammatical weaknesses of the paper.

6. suggestions for improvement.

7.Are the tasks completed?



THIRD SESSION

✓ Teacher gives global feedback

✓ Modelling of other wiki pages

✓ Highlight the importance of acknowledging

resources

✓ Introduce students to MLA referencing style

✓ The wiki project as an ongoing process will be

completed after two weeks

http://eworkspace.pbworks.com

http://eworkspace.pbworks.com/w/page/140234079/Welcome%20to%20our%20class%20Wiki


Teacher’s rubrics for assessment purposes Teachers’ score 

Contribution Provides useful ideas when participating in 

the group and in group discussion. Writes 

at least 200 words to contribute to the 

project. 

 

Working with others Supports the efforts of others. Tries to 

keep people working well together. 

 

Focus on the task Consistently stays focused on the task and 

what needs to be done. very self-directed. 

 

Writing, Mechanics, 

and content  

Put information in logical order.  

Use of your own words.  

Include accurate and objective 

information. 

Includes images that help understand the 

information. 

 

Completeness  The topic is covered on certain points and 

with details. 

 

Reference Acknowledges the resources based on the 

MLA style of referencing. Avoids 

plagiarism. 

 

Grammar Use Uses impersonal voice, passive voice, and 

descriptive language.  

 

Vocabulary Use Uses a range of vocabulary and synonyms 

appropriate for this level. 

 

 

 



TEACHER'S ROLE IN THE DIGITAL ERA

✓ E-moderator (Stanford, 2019)

✓ Facilitator

✓ Advisor (Knowles, 1975)

✓ Ed TEch specialist

✓Materials Designer (Cope & Kalantzis, 2010)
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LET’S GET INTO PRACTICE!

• https://docs.google.com/document/d/1F9FOBHZXt7-yF9awTOgww-

XAz9gryvLi7i323EZ2HHU/edit?usp=sharing Group B Instagram

• https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HzezTJCV8b9ujgrujE076ujYOe0pOALtogWL1wMcKAY/edit?usp=s

haring Group A Facebook

• Resources: Facebook team No, Facebook, I won’t be back. I’ve seen the dangers of habitual sharing | 

Social media | The Guardian

• Resources: Instagram team Instagram is supposed to be friendly. So why is it making people so miserable? 

| Instagram | The Guardian

• Wiki: http://eworkspace.pbworks.com/w/page/140234079/Welcome%20to%20our%20class%20Wiki

• WebQuest WebQuest: A school trip (zunal.com) http://zunal.com/introduction.php?w=455723

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1F9FOBHZXt7-yF9awTOgww-XAz9gryvLi7i323EZ2HHU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HzezTJCV8b9ujgrujE076ujYOe0pOALtogWL1wMcKAY/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/jun/15/facebook-dangers-habitual-sharing
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/sep/17/instagram-is-supposed-to-be-friendly-so-why-is-it-making-people-so-miserable
http://eworkspace.pbworks.com/w/page/140234079/Welcome%20to%20our%20class%20Wiki
http://zunal.com/introduction.php?w=455723
http://zunal.com/introduction.php?w=455723

